Example answers

*How will your sport project/ activity be sustained?*

1. Participants will have opportunities to continue in the sport at a choice of community based (SPORT) clubs affiliated to the NGB
2. To engage and retain participants we propose to offer incentives (e.g. tickets, membership discounts, Team Shirt etc)
3. We will be able to offer participants direct exit routes to suit their level of ability
4. The Club coach will also act as a talent identifier to highlight any gifted and talented students. Any exceptionally talented participants will be signposted to (ELITE PERFORMANCE EXIT ROUTE)
5. Participants will be signposted to additional club sessions and opportunities
6. Participants will be able to take part in development session hosted at the club. There is also capacity in the clubs current teams for new members of all abilities to play in weekly competitive fixtures
7. A community club will be in place starting in (MONTH/ YEAR). This will act as a community exit route for all participants within this programme
8. Those having attended at least (NUMBER) of the (NUMBER) sessions will be offered a 25% reduction in their first year's club membership
9. The sessions are taking place at the venue where the local clubs train, so the participants will already have knowledge and experience of the venue, and travelling to and from the venue
10. Each coach leading each block of activity will be responsible for transitioning the participants into the local club, informing them of training days and times, along with information on the person to see on arrival